There are a great number of heavy metals which form energy preconditions for development of
a disease – so-called miasmas. Miasmas may be both hereditary and acquired during lifetime. Doctor
Hahnemann believed that miasmas underlie all chronic diseases and are the factor promoting
development of many acute conditions. Miasmas are not the disease itself – they are only a possibility
of some disease development. The disease itself appears only in case when ethereal structures of
miasmas penetrate from fine objects into physical ones. They infiltrate into fine objects and then, little
by little, through biomagnetic field of physical object, moving to molecular level, then next to cellular
level (into separate cells), miasmas invade physical objects.
There are three types of miasmas: planetary, hereditary and acquired.
Some of acquired miasmas are the consequence of environmental toxic effects: radiation,
petrochemical and miasmas of heavy metals. They represent fine-energy structures, effect of which is
not recognized by majority of clinicians who got used to treat only the consequences of a disease.
Miasma of heavy metals. List of elements provoking appearance of such miasma contains not
only heavy metals such as plumbum, mercury and radium, but also arsenic, sulfuric acid, carbon,
aluminum and fluorides.
Symptomatology of this miasma: allergic response, loss of hair, accumulation of fluids in an
organism, inability to assimilate calcium, hypersensitization to viral diseases. Substances related to this
miasma are present in water, atmosphere and human organism for many thousands years, so tolerance
to them had developed. The tolerance to those elements which usually were presented in water only,
but excessive amount of them in atmosphere resulted in situation when they got properties of agents,
causing acquiring of miasma.
Nowadays pollution of environment with heavy metals becomes more and more severe. There
are almost no safe levels of radioactive elements, petrochemical products and heavy metals content in
environment, because even homeopathic doses of these substances cause fine-energy disorders of
human organism.
Application of flower remedies and other vibrational preparations is one of the methods to bring
effect human susceptibility to some diseases, which allow human consciousness to move to higher level
and at the same time negative energy of miasmas is taken out from bio-energy system of an organism.
Ecology-associated diseases are not always related to influence of chemical substances to an
organism in amounts exceeding maximum permissible concentrations or official standards, because fine
vibrational effects are not taken into account.
Aluminum. Stew pans, tableware and dishes made of aluminum are used in many households.
When we use chlorinated water for cooking, significant amount of aluminum is released.
Studies of Alzheimer's disease and many cases of dementia have proven that in majority of
patient there was increased amount aluminum in brain tissues.
We are surrounded by very different substances, including asbestos, dioxins, formaldehydes,
which official medicine is only begins to recognize as the substances dangerous to human organism.
Aluminum is only one example from this group of potential toxins.
Mercury is included into various amalgams and dental stoppings. There are many facts proving
that mercury used in stomatology might be a reason of chronic diseases. It should be noted that physical
and ethereal imbalances appear not only as a result of incidental infections, but they may be a
consequence of miasmatic toxic environmental influence.

The most dangerous among heavy metals are aluminum, mercury, lead, arsenic, radium and
industrial fluorine.
Lead compounds are present in almost all types of petrol, that is why content of such
compounds in atmosphere, water and soil increasing every day.
Due to high concentration of mercury in water its content in some of commercial fishes is also
increased.
The main problem is that toxic influence happens at fine-energy level, so it cannot be detected
by usual means.
Therefore allergic reactions of an organism to abovementioned metals may be detected using
vibrational methods, for example NLS-diagnostics.
Our ability to resist attacks of microorganisms and influence of toxins at physical and fine-energy
level and our ability to survive in potentially dangerous environment – are indicators of to what extent
we perceive connection with our Higher I.
Application of vibrational preparations for human energy system correction assumes not only
restoration of physical body balance, but moving of our consciousness to the higher levels of spirituality
also.
Differing from medications affecting our physical body only, vibrational treatment and
diagnostics influence through higher levels of consciousness, fine objects and meridians to whole manysided human organism down to physical bio-molecular structures.
Modern medicine eliminates symptoms of diseases at the physical level only, but vibrational
treatment cures energy changes at many levels. Besides it is necessary to change way of life, way of
thinking and get rid of pernicious habits.
It is obvious that resistance of an organism and its immunity strongly depends not only on
physical body of a human and his food ration, but his emotions and mental mood.
Experts in vibrational medicine will help us to control our emotions and behavior, to create and
maintain mental condition most favorable to our good health condition.
The main thing is to understand that body, soul, consciousness and feelings are closely
interrelated.
When we address to spiritual healing we begin to understand that fear and unwillingness to
understand other people are the main source of our sicknesses, stresses and suffering.
Vibrational medicine is a branch of science which have means to manipulate fine energies and
able to cure not only body, but also soul and to change consciousness of a person and thus to eliminated
hidden spiritual reasons of a disease.

